
Event Plant for Crown Tournament - February 6-8,2019 

Main agenda - connecting international and Israeli Mamanet communities, between the 

Orthodox/Arab/new immigrant sectors and more 

As part of the Crown Tournament, we placed in the forefront the goal of connecting and strengthening 

the bonds between the different sectors and creating one community with the common values of 

Mamanet. 

The connection during the event will take place in a number of ways 

1. Mamanet games (cachibol) on the courts, a professional tournament with trophies and medals 

for all participants upon its conclusion 

2. Sports professional conventions that will take place both in the hotel and on the courts: 

 Scorer certification 

 Referee certification 

 League management convention - how to build a league and community activity 

 Panel on how Mamanet improves the quality of life at home, in the social environment and 

even impacts the professional advancement of the mothers. 

 

Planned Schedule 

6-Feb-2018, Wednesday 

9:30 - Meeting in the YMCA Gym 

10:00-10:30 - Opening ceremony and honorary speeches 

10:30-20:00 - Mamanet games as part of the "Crown Tournament" (in the YMCA and Beit Hakerem 

gyms) 

20:00-20:45 - Dinner 

21:00 - Panel on how Mamanet improves the quality of life at home, in the social environment and even 

impacts the professional advancement of the mothers. 

7-Feb-2018, Thursday 

8:00-20:00 - Mamanet games as part of the "Crown Tournament" (in the YMCA and Beit Hakerem gyms) 

10:00-11:30 - Referee certification (in hotel) 

14:00-16:00 - Tour of Jerusalem 

18:00-19:30 - Scorer certification (in hotel) 

17:30-19:00 - League management convention - how to build a league and community activity 

20:00-20:45 - Dinner 

21:00-23:00 - Bonding social gathering between the Israeli and international communities  



8-Feb-2018, Friday 

8:00-11:15 - Mamanet semifinal and finals as part of "Crown Tournament" (YMCA gym) 

11:15-11:45 - Showcase game between tournament captains and Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

11:45-12:30 - Closing ceremony and distribution of trophies and commendations  

 

 


